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We use cookies to ensure that we offer you the best experience on our website. By continuing,
we assume that you accept such use. Find out more about cookies and how to refuse see our
Cookie statement. Several staff members have returned to perform research activities on a
limited schedule to answer information requests. Please monitor this website and the Mack
Museum Facebook page for updates on reopening. We appreciate your understanding and look
forward to having you visit with us once again. On Mondays and Fridays, tours are guided by an
ambassador when staffing permits. Tours can take up to 90 minutes, and sometimes can be
adjusted to fit your needs. On Wednesdays, tours are self-guided, with headsets for information.
Your contributions go directly to our efforts to preserve the history of Mack trucks and their
impact on the world. Or online using a Credit Card or Paypal. We are a C 3 non-profit
organization. Cookie Policy We use cookies to ensure that we offer you the best experience on
our website. Welcome to Mack Trucks Historical Museum. Virtual tours are all the rage now
Take A Virtual Tour. Please check back for re-opening and tour availability. One of the oldest, if
not the most famous truck manufacturer, Mack built their first truck in and today, over a century
later, is still one of the largest and most popular makers of vocational and over-the-road trucks
in the world. In , he and his brother Augustus purchased the factory and a year later their
brother William joined the business. The brothers phased out carriages to concentrate on
wagons and began experimenting with engines. After buying percentages of the company over
a period of years, Renault purchased the remainder of Mack Trucks in The legendary Mack
Bulldog, the company trademark and a fixture on the hood of every Mack truck, can be traced to
World War I. During its illustrious history, Mack has produced trucks, buses, military vehicles,
fire-fighting apparatus, trailers, and even locomotives and railroad cars. Early Mack innovations
include the first use of air and oil filters in trucks in , the first power brakes in , and the first use
of rubber isolators between the cab and chassis in In , Mack replaced the chain drive in the
Model AB with a driveshaft. In the s Mack became one of the first heavy-duty truck
manufacturers to install four-wheel brakes, and in they became the first truck maker to design
and produce their own diesel engines. In Mack patented its cab air suspension system, which
improved ride quality, and in they became the first diesel engine builder to make their own
engine compression brake. Industry exclusives offered with Mack transmissions include triple
countershaft design, shiftable multi-speed reverse, and flexible PTO options. Mack axles and
carriers deliver increased fuel efficiency combined with durability and quiet operation in the
most demanding highway and vocational applications. All Mack powertrain components are
manufactured in plants that meet or exceed federal and state legislation, including greenhouse
gas certifications. Only a premier truck manufacturer like Mack could have its own Customer
Center, replete with heritage center, museum, product showroom, and test track. From regular
maintenance supplies to repair parts to appearance products, we have what you need to
minimize downtime and keep your Mack rolling down the road and looking good. Downtime
means lost income. The faster you repair your semi-truck, the faster it gets on the road and
keeps on moving your business forward. With that in mind, we have gathered high-quality Mack
parts and accessories that work the first time, every time. We have everything you need to
maintain your Mack in top condition to avoid truck breakdowns and get it operating properly
again. Our goal is to support you and your business. Shopping with us, you get parts and
accessories that work hard just like you, built tough just like your vehicle. Home All Products
Mack. The new Mack Anthem comes standard with a bold design that delivers aerodynamics
and a new interior that keeps drivers comfortable. When the job is remote and the roads are
challenging, you need the right equipment for the job. The Mack Titan delivers when the going
gets tough. The Mack Super-Liner is one of the hardest-working trucks around. The Mack
Metro-Liner is one of the most popular trucks in the construction and distribution sectors, and
why? Because we've designed it specifically for these jobs. Made in Australia The perfect
partner for your business Every Mack has been designed to weather the tough Australian
conditions. Full of power, with a technically advanced powertrain and with high driving comfort.
You want a Mack truck. Mack Anthem The new Mack Anthem comes standard with a bold
design that delivers aerodynamics and a new interior that keeps drivers comfortable. Mack
Anthem Explore Now. Titan When the job is remote and the roads are challenging, you need the
right equipment for the job. Titan Explore Now. Super-Liner Explore now. Trident Explore now.
Granite Explore now. Metro-Liner The Mack Metro-Liner is one of the most popular trucks in the
construction and distribution sectors, and why? Metro-Liner Explore now. Find your local Mack
Trucks dealer. Uptime Solutions. Got Questions? Reach out to our Mack Team to discuss your
truck and it's servicing requirements. Asset 1. We use cookies to ensure that we offer you the
best experience on our website. By continuing, we assume that you accept such use. Find out
more about cookies and how to refuse see our Cookie statement. When it comes to total cost of
ownership, the math adds up for Mack owners. Trucks built to work. On the road or at the

jobsite, you need a partner you can trust. And you can count on Mack to get the job done every
day. Macks are lighter and fuel-efficient, so they can do more. And they've got the power you
need to take on tough jobs. Mack was the first integrated truck and engine manufacturer.
Because we control the powertrain tip to tip, we offer better performance, increased efficiency
and lower maintenance costs. Cookie Policy We use cookies to ensure that we offer you the
best experience on our website. The truck of tomorrow is on the job today. View LR Electric.
Mackonomics When it comes to total cost of ownership, the math adds up for Mack owners. See
how you can save. MD Series. Find your Mack. Body Builder Portal Build with confidence. Visit
the Body Builder Portal. Learn about powertrains. Find a dealer near you. LR Electric Never has
a step this big left a footprint so small. Read the Mack Blog. Great customers using great trucks
to make their businesses awesome. Customer Success Stories. Your source for all things Mack
Mack Shop. Keep in touch with Mack. Customer Tools. Discover Mack. There is no pairing of
photos I could come up with that better exemplifies the years-long restoration of the piece of
history that is Evel Knievel's former Mack haul rig than the two above. I took both, the first left
on the occasion of the rig's arrival at the small fleet and sometime custom shop of BPW
Transport owner-operator Brad Wike in Lincolnton, N. This story is part of a series of Monday
installments through the rest of year of pieces of history on the occasion of Overdrive 's 60th
year in publication in Find more from the series via this link. Both feature the same man who,
though the rig was never his to do with just what he would, is synonymous with its revival in my
mind -- Robb Mariani. Mariani's familiar to many readers as the man behind the "American
Trucker" TV series that caught the eyes of so many among owner-operators in the early part of
the decade on the Speed Channel. The story of the Evel Knievel Mack's rebirth starts there, too,
with the "Finding Evel" episode of the show in Season 2, premiering in September of In , the
truck and trailer was moved to Wike's shop in North Carolina for some initial work Wike
described in the video below. The steering had been locked up, the fuel tank dry and full of dirt.
Wike managed to get the Cummins engine started after plenty of clean-up and trial and error,
and plans for the rig at the time were for a cab replacement via Elizabeth Truck Center in New
Jersey, where a replacement cab had been located. The ultimate goal in the restoration, too,
was to restore the painting to Knievel's original red-dominated scheme, in place before Knievel
apparently reversed the red and blue of the original paint colors when he went on his European
tour late in his career. With time, the resto project, thanks in part to Mariani's and others' efforts
at promoting the value of the project, found a buyer in motorcycle and Knievel enthusiast and
collector Lathan McKay. Left photo: Bruce W. Right: Todd Dills, of the rig in Mariani remained to
tell the tale and emphasize the importance of the unit for the trucking community throughout
the years-long process. Mariani foreground at work with McKay to re-create some of the original
detail paint work on the Mack. Its scheme ultimately took on elements of Knievel's various
promotional signage for his many big-ticket jumps, as Mariani explains in the following edition
of the Overdrive Radio podcast from For the world of trucking, the combination unit made a
triumphant debut at events late in the summer of as it began a Mack-sponsored tour, including a
stop at the Great American Trucking Show in Dallas that year. Two Mack Pinnacles hauled the
truck to appearances across the country through , then it came to rest in a newly built Knievel
museum at Historic Harley-Davidson in Topeka, Kan. The truck and trailer -- all done. This
picture, featured on the website of the museum, shows part of the display of the rig today. Visit
EvelKnievelMuseum. Read more in this series of stories attendant to Overdrive 's 60th
anniversary. Robb Mariani near the beginning left and end of an almost five year period as he
helped spearhead and promote the restoration of the Mack that was daredevil Evel Knievel's
last tour truck. Get the business tips, industry insights and trending news every owner-operator
needs to know in the Overdrive newsletter. Sign Up. Channel Respite, brother- and sisterhood,
fellowship on the long, cold road this season February 23, Top Stories. Overdrive Radio. Use
the CB -- it works For Overdrive's 60th-anniversary series, a look back at the emphasis readers
have placed on the citizen's band radio as a primary safety tool in dangerous driving
conditions, right up to the present moment, and highway culture through history. Mounting
efforts to improve DataQs appeals fairness. Owner-operators remain in crosshairs of DOT's
offsite reviews. Sponsor Content. Latest Gear Guide loaded with helpful trucking tips for the
year ahead. Latest Episode. Apple Podcasts Spotify Stitcher Soundcloud. The Business Manual
for Owner-Operators. Related Stories. Trucking History. Meet the driver of Evel Knievel's former
haul rig. Custom Rigs. As we move forward in this time of uncertainty, we are monitoring the
guidance of the CDC, the WHO, and federal, state and local governments to protect the health
and safety of our customers and communities. Our parts distribution centers remain open and
dealer parts counters stand ready to provide you with the parts you need. May 11th - Mack will
resume limited production at Lehigh Valley Operations in accordance with all CDC, state, and
social distancing guidelines. Mack has prohibited all non-business-critical employee travel and

temporarily suspended tours of our factories and facilities. Quickly ramped up the capability of
our IT systems to handle off-site working to maintain business-critical activities. Learn More. As
the trucking industry rises to meet the critical needs of society during the unprecedented
COVID situation, Mack Trucks continues to support its customers and dealers with strong parts
availability. Communities everywhere are counting on you to continue to deliver. You can count
on us to continue to have your back. COVID Updates As we move forward in this time of
uncertainty, we are monitoring the guidance of the CDC, the WHO, and federal, state and local
governments to protect the health and safety of our customers and communities. Department of
Transportation. Nationwide Dealer Network Our coast-to-coast dealer network stands ready to
support your transportation needs. Parts Availability Our parts distribution centers remain open
and dealer parts counters stand ready to provide you with the parts you need. Production May
11th - Mack will resume limited production at Lehigh Valley Operations in accordance with all
CDC, state, and social distancing guidelines. Closure of Mack Facilities Mack has prohibited all
non-business-critical employee travel and temporarily suspended tours of our factories and
facilities. Mack Expands IT Capability Quickly ramped up the capability of our IT systems to
handle off-site working to maintain business-critical activities. I Want to Sit over There! Shorty
Wanna Be a Thug. All Eyez on Me [Clean]. All Eyez on Me [DualDisc]. Just Watch What You Say.
Pride of Cucamonga. Watch the Throne [Deluxe Edition]. Carter [Clean]. Never Feel This Pain.
We're doing our best to make sure our content is useful, accurate and safe. If by any chance
you spot an inappropriate comment while navigating through our website please use this form
to let us know, and we'll take care of it shortly. Forgot your password? Retrieve it. Get
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matches: Mack Truck. Rich Rocks. Mack Truck. Best of the Best: Tâ€¦. Best of Truck Driveâ€¦.
Blacktop Jukebox: Tâ€¦. Christmas Truck Stop. Lyrics: Mack Truck Kid Rock. Mack Trucks Kool
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f War Wu-Tang Clan. Scary Movies Eminem. Go Girl Pitbull. Fitted Cap Rick Ross. Pacman Rick
Ross. Dope Man Jay-Z. Discuss these Mack truck Lyrics with the community: 0 Comments.
Notify me of new comments via email. Cancel Report. Create a new account. Log In. We need
you! Help build the largest human-edited lyrics collection on the web! Add Lyrics. Capitol Hill.
David Farrell Melton. Michael J. Hidden Cities City's Tâ€¦. David Gagne. Upon The Revelation.
Quiz Are you a music master? Healing is Difficult. Some People Have Real Problems. Colour the
Small One. Get instant explanation for any lyrics that hits you anywhere on the web! Get instant
explanation for any acronym or abbreviation that hits you anywhere on the web! Chicken Truck.
Funk Truck. Truck Turner. Truck Stop. Monster Truck. Rusty Truck. Truck Buck. Truck North.
Mack Truck John Rich. Best of Truck Driveâ€¦ Various Artists. Blacktop Jukebox: Tâ€¦ Various
Artists. Brxnks Truck Various Artists. Christmas Truck Stop Dave Dudley.

